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a b s t r a c t
One of the main challenges in facial expression recognition is illumination invariance. Our long-term goal is
to develop a system for automatic facial expression recognition that is robust to light variations. In this paper,
we introduce a novel 3D Relightable Facial Expression (ICT-3DRFE) database that enables experimentation in
the ﬁelds of both computer graphics and computer vision. The database contains 3D models for 23 subjects
and 15 expressions, as well as photometric information that allow for photorealistic rendering. It is also facial
action units annotated, using FACS standards. Using the ICT-3DRFE database we create an image set of different expressions/illuminations to study the effect of illumination on automatic expression recognition. We
compared the output scores from automatic recognition with expert FACS annotations and found that they
agree when the illumination is uniform. Our results show that the output distribution of the automatic recognition can change signiﬁcantly with light variations and sometimes causes the discrimination of two different expressions to be diminished. We propose a ratio-based light transfer method, to factor out unwanted
illuminations from given images and show that it reduces the effect of illumination on expression
recognition.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
One of the main challenges with facial expression recognition is to
achieve illumination invariance. Prior studies show that changing the
direction of illumination can inﬂuence the perception of object characteristics such as 3D shape and location [1]. Relative to common
image representations, changes in lighting result in large image differences. These observed changes can be larger even than when varying the identity of the subject [2].
These studies suggest that both human and automated facial identiﬁcation are impaired by variations in illumination. By extension, we
expect a similar impediment to facial expression recognition. This intuition is strengthened by four observations: i) changes in facial expression are manifested as deformation of the shape and texture
of the facial surface, ii) illumination variance has been shown to inﬂuence perception of shape, which confounds face recognition, iii) most
methods for automated expression recognition use image representations, features, and processing techniques similar to face recognition
methods [3] which are also confounded by illumination variance,
and iv) the training set for most classiﬁers consists mainly of uniformly lit images.
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While most automatic systems for facial expression recognition
assume input images with relatively uniform illumination, research
such as Li et al. [4], Kumar et al. [5] and Toderici et al. [6] have worked
toward illumination invariance by extracting features which are illumination invariant. To serve this direction of research, facial databases have been assembled which capture the same face and pose
under different illumination conditions, and lately the development
of 3D facial databases has become of interest, since they allow exploration of new 3D features.
In this paper, we introduce a novel 3D Relightable Facial Expression
(ICT-3DRFE) database which enables studies of facial expression recognition and synthesis. We demonstrate the value of having such a database while exploring the effect of illumination on facial expression
recognition. First, we use the ICT-3DRFE database to create a sample database of images to study the effect of illumination. We use the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [7] to evaluate speciﬁc Facial
Action Units (AU) on that image set and we compare CERT output with
a FACS (Facial Action Coding System) expert coder's annotations. We
also compare the CERT output of speciﬁc expressions under different illumination to observe how lighting variation affects its ability to distinguish between expressions. Second, we present an approach to factor
out lighting variation to improve the accuracy of automatic expression
recognition. For this purpose, we employ ratio images as in the approach
of Peers et al. [8], to transfer the uniformly-lit appearance of a similar
face in the ICT-3DRFE database to a target face seen under nonuniform illumination. In this approach, we use the ICT-3DRFE database
to select a matching subject and transfer illumination. We evaluate if
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“unlighting” a face in this way can improve the performance of expression recognition software. Our experiments show promising results.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2,
we discuss the previous work on automatic facial expression recognition. We also survey the state-of-the-art in facial expression databases and mention other face relighting techniques relevant to facial
expression recognition. In Section 3, we introduce our new ICT3DRFE database, discussing its advantages and how it was assembled.
Section 4 describes our experiment on the effect of illumination on facial expression recognition using the ICT-3DRFE database. Section 5
describes our illumination transfer technique for mitigating the effects of illumination on expression recognition, showing how this improves AU classiﬁcation. We conclude with a discussion of future
work in Section 6.
2. Previous work
2.1. Facial expression recognition
There has been signiﬁcant progress in the ﬁeld of facial expression
recognition in the last few decades. Two popular classes of facial expression recognition are: i) facial Action Units (AUs) according to the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) proposed by Ekman et al. [10] and ii) the
set of prototypic expressions also deﬁned by Ekman [11] that relate to
emotional states including happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and
surprise. Systems of automatic expression recognition commonly use
AU analysis as a low level expression classiﬁcation followed by a second
level of classiﬁcation of AU combinations into one of the basic expressions [13]. Traditional automatic systems use geometric features such
as the location of facial landmarks (corners of the eyes, nostrils, etc.)
and spatial relations among them (shape of eyes, mouth, etc.) [3,12].
Bartlett et al. found in practice that image-based representations contain more information for facial expression than representations based
on shape only [14]. Recent methods focus either on solely appearance
features (representing the facial texture) like Bartlett et al. [14] who
use Gabor wavelets or eigenfaces, or hybrid methods, using both
shape- and appearance-based features, like in the case of Lucey et al.
which uses an Active Appearance Model (AAM) [15]. There is also a rising interest in the use of 3D facial geometry to extract expression representations that will be view and pose invariant [13].
2.2. Facial databases
Facial expression databases are very important for facial expression recognition, because there is a need for common ground to evaluate various algorithms. These databases are usually static images or
image sequences. The most commonly used facial expression databases include the Cohn–Kanade facial expression database [16]
which is AU coded, the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database [17], MMI database [18] which includes both still images and
image sequences, the CMU-PIE database [19], with pose and illumination variation for each subject, and other databases [20]. Since the introduction of 3D into facial expression recognition, 3D databases have
gained in popularity. The most common is theBU-3DFE database
which includes 3D models and considers intensity levels of expressions [21]. BU-3DFE was extended to the BU-4DFE by including temporal data [22]. The latest facial expression databases are the Radboud
Facial Database (RaFD), which considers contempt, a non-prototypic
expression and different gaze directions [23], and the extended
Cohn–Kanade (CK +) database, which is an extension of the older
CK, is fully FACS coded and includes emotion labels [24].
Our new ICT-3DRFE database also includes 3D models, considers different gaze directions, and is AU annotated. In contrast to the other databases, however, our ICT-3DRFE database offers much higher resolution in
its 3D models, and it is the only photorealistically relightable database.
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2.3. Face relighting
One of our ultimate goals is to factor out the effect of illumination
on facial expression recognition. For that, we leverage image based
relighting techniques which have been extensively studied in computer
graphics. Debevec et al. [26] photographs a face with a dense sampling of
lighting directions using a spherical light stage and exploits the linearity
of light transport to accurately rendering the face under any distant illumination environment from such data. While realistic and accurate, the
technique can be applied only to subjects captured in a light stage. Peers
et al. [8] overcame this restriction through an appearance transfer technique based on ratio images [9], allowing a single photograph of a face
to be approximately relit using light stage data of a similar-looking subject from a database. Ratio images have also been used to transfer facial
expressions from one image to another by Liu et al. [25] and for facial
relighting [27]. More recent work has been presented by Chen et al.
[28] using Edge-preserving ﬁlters for face illumination transfer. A few
other researchers have explored relighting methods to enhance facial
recognition: Kumar et al. [5] uses morphable reﬂectance ﬁelds to augment image databases with relit images of the existing set, Toderici et
al. tec26 uses bidirectional relighting and Wang et al. [29] use a spherical
harmonic basis morphable model (SHBMM).
Our approach to factor out the effect of illumination from a target
face is similar in principle to that of Peers et al. [8] with the difference
that while they relight a uniformly illuminated target face to a desired
non-uniform lighting condition, our goal is more similar to Wang
et al. [29], that is, we relight the target face image from a known
non-uniform lighting condition to a uniform lighting condition for robust facial expression recognition, and we are especially interested in
the case of extreme lighting conditions.
3. ICT-3DRFE dataset
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a new 3D
Relightable Facial Expression Database. 1 As with any 3D database, a
great advantage of having 3D geometry is that one can use it to extract
geometric features that are pose and viewpoint invariant. In our ICT3DRFE database, the detail of the geometry is higher than in any other
existing 3D database, with each model having approximately
1,200,000 vertices with reﬂectance maps of 1296 × 1944 pixels. This
resolution contains detail down to sub-millimeter skin pore level, increasing its utility for the study of geometric and 3D features. Besides
high resolution, relightability is the other main novelty of this database.
The reﬂectance information provided with every 3D model allows the
faces to be rendered realistically under any given illumination. For example, one could use a light probe [32] to capture the illumination in a
speciﬁc scene to render a face in the ICT-3DRFE database with that lighting. This property, along with the traditional advantages of a 3D model
database (such as controlling the pose while rendering) enables many
uses. In Section 4, we use our ICT-3DRFE to study the effect of illumination on facial expressions by creating a database of facial images under
chosen illumination conditions and poses. Also in Section 5, we use the
database as a tool for removing illumination effects from facial images.
Fig. 1 displays a sample 3D model from the ICT-3DRFE database under
different poses and illuminations.
3.1. Acquisition setup
The ICT-3DRFE dataset introduced in this paper was acquired using a
high resolution face scanning system that employs a spherical light stage
with 156 white LED lights ( Fig. 2A). The lights are individually controllable in intensity and are used to light the face with a series of controlled

1

This database is publicly available at http://projects.ict.usc.edu/3drfe/.
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3.2. Dataset description

a

b

c

d

Fig. 1. A sample 3D model from ICT-3DRFE and some of its corresponding textures and
photometric surface normal maps. First row, a) diffuse texture, b) specular texture,
c) diffuse (red channel) normals, d) specular normals. Second row, from left to right:
3D geometry of a subject posing for the “eyebrows up” expression; same pose rendered
with texture and simple pointlights; different pose of the model rendered under environmental lighting.

spherical lighting conditions which reveal detailed shape and reﬂectance information. An LCD video projector subsequently projects a series of colored stripe patterns to aid stereo correspondence. The face's
appearance under these conditions is photographed by a stereo pair of
Canon 1D Mark III digital cameras (10 megapixels) (Fig. 2B). Computational stereo between the two cameras produces a millimeter-accurate
estimate of facial shape; this shape is reﬁned using sub-millimeter surface orientation estimates from the spherical lighting conditions as in
Ma et al. [30], revealing ﬁne detail at the level of pores and creases. Linear polarizer ﬁlters on the LED lights and an active polarizer on the left
camera allow specular reﬂections (the shine off the skin) and subsurface reﬂection (the skin's diffuse appearance) to be recorded independently, yielding the diffuse and specular reﬂectance maps (Fig. 1)
needed for photorealistic rendering under new lighting.
Each facial capture takes ﬁve seconds, acquiring approximately 20
stereo photographs under the different lighting conditions. Our subjects had no difﬁculty maintaining the facial expressions for the capture time, particularly since we used the complementary gradient
technique of Wilson et al. [31] to digitally remove subject motion during the capture.

For the purpose of this dataset, 23 people were captured, as represented in Fig. 3. Our database consists of 17 male and 6 female subjects
from different ethnic backgrounds, all between the ages of 22 and 35.
Each subject was asked to perform a set of 15 expressions, as shown
in Fig. 4.
The set of posed expressions consists of the six prototypic ones
(according to Ekman [11]), two neutral expressions (eyes closed
and open), two eyebrow expressions, a scrunched face expression,
and four eye gaze expressions (see Fig. 4). For the six emotion driven
expressions (middle row), the subjects were given the freedom to
perform the expression as naturally as they could, whereas for the action speciﬁc expressions the subjects were asked to perform speciﬁc
facial actions. Our motivation for this was to capture some of the variation with which people express different emotions, and not to force
one standardized face for each expression.
Each model in the database contains high-resolution (submillimeter) geometry as a triangle mesh, as well as a set of highresolution reﬂectance maps including a diffuse color map (like a traditional “texture map”, but substantially without “baked-in” shading), a
specular intensity map (how much shine each part of the face has),
and several surface normal maps (indicating the local orientation of
each point of the skin surface). Normal maps are provided for the
red, green, and blue channels of the diffuse component as well as the
colorless specular component to enable efﬁcient and realistic skin rendering using the hybrid normal technique of Ma et al. [30].
3.3. Action unit annotations
Our ICT-3DRFE database is also fully AU annotated from an expert
FACS coder. Action units are assigned scores between 0 and 1 depending on the degree of muscle activity. In Fig. 5, we show the distribution of the scores for some eyebrow related AU and for the subject/
expression set we have chosen for further analysis in this paper.
The displayed AU are: AU1 (inner brow raise), AU2 (outer brow
raise), AU4 (brow lower) and AU5 (upper lid raise). The AU score distribution over different expressions demonstrates which AUs are activated
in a speciﬁc expression and to what degree. For example, from Fig. 5, ﬁrst
row, we can tell that expressions Ex3 and Ex4 (surprise and eyebrow-up,
respectively) usually employ inner and outer eyebrow raise since they
have both AU1 and AU2 activated. Moreover, we can tell that during expression Ex4 subjects tend to raise their inner eyebrow more than during
Ex3, because of the distribution of the scores (the degree of AU1 is different between these two expressions). Similarly, among the selected set of
expressions, only Ex2 and Ex5 (disgust and eyebrows-down, respectively) include a frown, which is represented by AU4.
4. Inﬂuence of illumination on expression recognition

Fig. 2. Acquisition setup for ICT-3DRFE. Left: LED sphere with 156 white LED lights.
Right: Layout showing the positioning of the stereo pair of cameras and projector for
face scanning.

In this section, we explore and quantify the illumination effect on
expression recognition. For the scope of this study we focus on automatic recognition of facial expressions. We evaluate automatic classiﬁcation of AUs, since they are the prevailing classiﬁcation method for
facial expressions. We intend to ﬁnd patterns in the variation of AU
response when changing the illumination (either during expression
or during a neutral face) and explore which characteristics of illumination affect speciﬁc facial AUs.
We decided to focus our ﬁrst effort on investigating eyebrow facial
actions, with the intuition that this area of the face is one of the most
expressive ones. Muscle activation along the eyebrows causes big
shape and texture variation during expressions.
We set our experiment goals as follows: i) we examine the correlation of our expert FACS coder's annotation with the AU output from automatic expression recognition, ii) we explore the changes in automatic
recognition output caused by illumination variation on the neutral face,
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Fig. 3. The 23 subjects of ICT-3DRFE database.

and iii) we examine if two different expressions, distinguished by different AU scores, remain separable to the same degree when illumination
changes.
4.1. Evaluation methodology
First, we need to create an image set of different facial expressions
and under different illumination conditions. Based on the analysis of
the FACS annotated AU scores, we chose a set of expressions which
activate eyebrow related AUs. Speciﬁcally, we picked six expressions

for our study, as described in Table 2. Expressions Ex2–Ex5 are chosen
because they usually come with intense eyebrow activation, and the
ﬁrst two (Ex0–Ex1) for calibration of what consists of neutral and
close to neutral for eyebrow motion, respectively.
For our lighting set, we chose nine different illumination conditions, as seen in Fig. 6. They are described in Table 1. The ﬁrst one
(L0) is picked to evaluate the best performance for CERT, since it is
a uniform lighting, desirable for automatic facial expression recognition systems. This illumination is uniform. L1–L5 are picked because
of the directionality which is one of the main parameters that impairs

Ex4

Ex0
Neutral,
Neutral,
Eyes Closed Eyes Open

Eyebrows
Up

Ex1
Happiness

Sadness

Eye gaze
Up

Eye gaze
Down

Anger

Eye gaze
Right

Fear

Ex5
Eyebrows
Down

Scrunch

Ex2

Ex3

Disgust

Surprise

Eye gaze
Left

Fig. 4. The 15 expressions captured for every subject. The ones annotated with an “Ex” label are the expressions used in our experiments.
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AU2

AU4

AU5

Ex0 Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4 Ex5

Ex0 Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4 Ex5

CERT output

FACS coder
annotations

AU1

Ex0 Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4 Ex5

Ex0 Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4 Ex5

Fig. 5. Distribution of AU scores for a selected set of expressions (see Table 2) under uniform illumination. Top: distribution of AU scores, as annotated by expert FACS coder. Bottom:
distribution of AU output from CERT, a system for automatic facial expression recognition [7]. From these graphs, it becomes obvious that Ex3 (surprise) and Ex4 (eyebrows-up)
have different degrees of eyebrows up (expressed among others by AU1 and AU2), and Ex2 (disgust), Ex5 (eyebrows-down) include a frown (expressed by AU4).

shape perception. L6–L8 are picked as representatives of more realistic, environmental lighting conditions that one can actually come
across. L7 and L8 are also cases of low illumination intensity.
To produce our experimental image set for analysis, we used our
newly developed ICT-3DRFE database. The image set for one of the
subjects can be seen in Fig. 6. All 3D models were rendered under
the same 6 expressions and 9 illumination conditions. We did that
for a subset of ﬁfteen subjects, generating 6 × 9 = 54 images for each
subject.
For the automatic evaluation of AUs, we used Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [7], which is a robust AU classiﬁer
that uses appearance based features [14] and performs with great accuracy. Using CERT we obtained output for some eyebrow related
AUs.
4.2. Results
First, we want to evaluate the correlation of CERT output with our
FACS coder annotations. AU1, AU2, AU4 and AU5 output evaluated

with CERT are shown in Fig. 5, second row, below the expert FACS
AU annotations. Note that in both cases, uniform illumination condition (L0) was used. CERT output are the Support Vector Machine margins from classiﬁcation and can be positive or negative [7], whereas
the annotated scores range from 0 to 1 with 1 signifying the highest
intensity and 0 meaning that the AU is non-existent. Although CERT
was trained as a discriminative classiﬁer, Fig. 5 shows that its output
is directly correlated with the expert FACS coder's annotation.
More speciﬁcally, in Table 3 we performed the correlation analysis
(Pearson's linear correlation coefﬁcient) between the scores of the
expert FACS coder and CERT output (SVM classiﬁcation margins) for
our subject set of 15 people and the 6 expressions (as described in
Table 2). The ﬁrst column shows the correlation of the AU intensities
over the data series of all the 15 people × 6 expressions = 90 values,
whereas in the second column, we took the average over all subjects
of the distributions of FACS scores and CERT scores per expression (6
values), and calculated the correlation between those series. In the
ﬁrst case, when evaluating over all subjects and expressions, the correlation between human coder and CERT is good for AU2, AU4 and

EXPRESSIONS

Ex0: Neutral

Ex1: Happy

Ex2: Disgusted
Ex3: Surprised
Ex4: Eyebrows
Up
Ex5: Eyebrows
Down

ILLUMINATION

Uniform

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Fig. 6. Example of expressions and illumination conditions used in our experiment. Illuminations are the same column-wise, and expressions are the same row-wise.
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Table 1
Illumination conﬁgurations for experiments described in section 4.
Label

Description

L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8

Uniform
ambient + pointlight at the right side of the head
ambient + pointlight at the top side of the head
ambient + pointlight at the left
ambient + pointlight at the bottom
ambient + pointlight at the bottom left
environmental light
environmental light (modiﬁed 1)
environmental light (modiﬁed 2)

AU12. This is very good, given that no normalization has been performed at this stage and given the variablity of the scores because of
subject properties. Note that the AUs that got lower correlation scores
(Table 3) are the ones that were less intense in their activation, thus
making easier to confuse inter-subject variance with the variance
from different expressions. AU12 which presented itself more intensly
in the chosen expression set, shows better correlation score. In the second column, where we compare the distribution means, we observed
high correlation values of the average score per expression, something
that one can conﬁrm visually from Fig. 5. Indeed, the distribution patterns are similar to those of the annotated scores, which validates the
CERT output on our image set and certiﬁes that the uniform illumination condition is indeed a suitable input to establish ground truth.
To answer our second question about the AU variation with illumination on a neutral face, we plot the distributions of CERT AU output for the different illumination conditions, evaluated on neutral
faces. Fig. 7 lays such a plot for AU4 (eyebrows drown medially and
down). The ﬁrst distribution (ﬁrst highlighted column on the left)
are the scores for uniform light and we consider it to be the ground
truth AU score for the neutral face. From Fig. 7 we observe that AU4
output changes with illumination and more speciﬁcally, illumination
conditions L4 and L5 (directionality from the bottom, and bottom
left) seem to affect it the most. To analyze the statistical signiﬁcance
of the variation in AU scores, we performed the paired T-test with a
standard 5% signiﬁcance level, annotated in the Figures with a “*”,
and with “**” a signiﬁcance level of 1%.
Similarly, we performed more experiments for some other eyebrow related AUs and we observed that: i) light from the side affects
AU1 (inner eyebrow raised) the most (Fig. 8), ii) light from the top or
bottom affects AU9 (nose wrinkle) the most (Figure not shown).
These observations agree with our intuition.
Our third topic of interest is to understand whether different expressions remain distinguishable under different illumination. To answer
this, we examine the distributions of a speciﬁc AU output under different illumination conditions for an expression that includes this AU and
for the neutral face. So this time we are looking at pairs of AU scores, and
how their correlation changes with illumination variation.
In Fig. 9, we show such analysis for AU1 (inner eyebrow raise),
when comparing the neutral expression with the eyebrows-up expression (Ex4). Neutral expression does not include strong AU1 activation, whereas eyebrows-up expression does include high scores of

Table 2
Selected expressions for experiments described in section 4.
Label

Description

Ex0
Ex1
Ex2
Ex3
Ex4
Ex5

Neutral—eyes open
Happy
Disgusted
Surprised
Eyebrows up
Eyebrows down
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Table 3
Correlation coefﬁcients between human FACS coder and computer system (CERT) output. In the ﬁrst column, we look at the scores for all subjects and expressions, whereas
in the second column we look at the correlation of the distribution mean over all
expressions.
Action unit

Subject-wise correlation

Distribution mean
correlation

AU1
AU2
AU4
AU5
AU9
AU12

0.400
0.618
0.724
0.250
0.035
0.672

0.984
0.984
0.986
0.954
0.891
0.967

AU1 (reference Fig. 5), so the distributions of CERT output for AU1
should be separable as in the ﬁrst (highlighted left) column of
Fig. 9, under uniform illumination. However, the discrimination between the two very different expressions is blurred with the change
of illumination, as seen in the rest of the columns of Fig. 9. Speciﬁcally, we observe that under illumination L1, the distinction between
neutral and eyebrows up expression becomes a little bit more difﬁcult
but still possible. Illumination L2 has the opposite effect, since it
makes the neutral and eyebrows up expression even more separable.
Illuminations L3 and L4 are making the two expression distributions
statistically similar. Also, looking at just the distributions for the neutral illumination, we observe again as mentioned earlier in the result
section, that light from the side (L1) causes the distribution of the
output to become statistically different from the one under uniform
illumination. Similar observations were made for other AUs (Figures
not shown). For example, the expression of disgust (Ex1) is highly
distinguishable from the neutral expression (Ex0) under uniform illumination, with respect to AU9 (nose wrinkle). However, neutral expression scores of AU9 become almost similar to those in disgusted
expression under illuminations from top or bottom.
5. Ratio based illumination transfer
We discussed in previous sections that state-of-the-art automatic
systems for expression recognition demonstrate great performance
under ideal (uniform) lighting conditions. We also showed in the previous section that illumination inﬂuences the result of one these systems and becomes an impediment to the accurate evaluation of the
degree of an expression. In this section we present our approach to
reduce the effect of illumination and thus improve the performance
of automatic expression recognition systems.
An overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 10. The ﬁnal objective is to bring a facial image, taken initially under an impairing-toclassiﬁers illumination condition, into a more uniformly lit illumination that will be an acceptable input to the automatic expression
recognition systems.
5.1. Method overview
We used ratio images for re-lighting [8]. The overview of our system can be seen in Fig. 10. The basic idea behind ratio images is that
light can be aggregated or extracted simply by multiplying or dividing
the pixel values of the images. So if we have the image of the same
person in the same pose under two different illuminations, by dividing these two images we get the difference of the light between the
two images [9].
Having a relightable 3D database, is extremely useful in this case,
because we can use one of its subjects to match the geometry and
pose of the target subject and extract the unwanted illumination
from our subject using a ratio image. The ratio image has to be aligned
with the target image and for that process we use both optical ﬂow
and sparce correspondence using AAM facial points [33]. One of the
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AU4: Eyebrows drawn medially and down

*
*
CERT output
over 15 subjects

**

Uniform

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L8

L7

Evaluation for Neutral Expression Ex0
Fig. 7. Effect of illumination on automatic facial expression recognition of neutral face. Demonstrate effect on facial action unit AU4. Results from paired T-test are depicted using
“*” for pb 0.05 and “**” for pb 0.01.

main differences of our approach and the other approaches that use
ratio images for relighting is that other researchers usually transform
an image from a smooth illumination condition to a more complex
one, whereas we are trying to do the opposite. Effectively, we want
to go from a more complex illumination condition to a smoother
one. It is also more challenging to perform ratio based light transfer
to original images with expressive faces, as opposed to neutral faces.
Some results from our method are shown in Fig. 11, where we demonstrate that we can also deal successfully with non-frontal poses of
faces (second row).

5.2. Results
We applied our method to images from the set used in the previous
section, where we demonstrated that illumination affects AU scores. To
show our approach, we proceed with the case of AU1, where light coming from the left side (L1) causes CERT output to change signiﬁcantly as
demonstrated in Fig. 12, ﬁrst two columns. We extracted that illumination (L1) from the neutral face of the subjects and changed their images
to a more uniformly lit illumination condition (L0), which was used for
the deﬁnition of the baseline. We evaluated the AU scores of the new

CERT output over
15 subjects

AU1: Inner Eyebrow Raise

Uniform

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Evaluated for Neutral Expression Ex0
Fig. 8. Effect of illumination on automatic facial expression recognition of neutral face. Demonstrate effect on facial action unit AU1.
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AU1: Inner eyebrow raise
p<0.01
**

p<0.05
*

p<0.001
***

p~0.09

p~0.13

CERT output distribution
over 15 subjects

Similarity
probability

Illumination

Uniform
Neutral

L1

Eyebrows
Up

Expression

Neutral

L2
Eyebrows Neutral
Up

L3

Eyebrows
Up

Neutral

L4

Eyebrows
Up

Neutral

Eyebrows
Up

Fig. 9. Effect of illumination on separability of neutral expression and eyebrows up expression, with respect to AU1 (inner eyebrow raise).

3DRFE
database
C

Ratio – Image
taken from a
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Fig. 10. Overview of Ratio-based Light Transfer method: Factoring out a speciﬁc illumination from a target image. An original image (A) is taken under known illumination (B).
A subject from the ICT-3DRFE database is selected and brought to a similar pose as the target. We then render the database subject under the same illumination as the target
(C) and under a desired uniform illumination (D). From these two images (C and D), we obtain the ratio image (E) for the database subject. This ratio image represents the
light difference between the two illuminations, the one we have (B) and the one we want (uniform). The ratio image is then used to transfer the desired illumination to our target
image as seen in the result (F).
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Original

Result

Ground truth

This is a very encouraging result, given our goal of light invariant
AU classiﬁcation.

6. Conclusions and future work

Fig. 11. Factoring out known illumination from non frontal pose: A) Original image,
with illumination that we want to “neutralize,” B) Output of our method, the target
with desired illumination (this image was produced by our image based transfer of illumination method). C) Ground truth for comparison: the target subject illuminated
with desired illumination condition (this image is a rendering from the 3D model).

“pseudo-L0” set of images using CERT, and the results of the new output
are shown in Fig. 12, last column.
L1 affects the output of CERT to the point that the distribution of AU1
outputs under L1 becomes statistically different from the one under L0.
However, when we process the L1 images with our method of ratio
based light transfer and we bring them under a uniform illumination,
close to L0, the AU1 output distribution changes correctively toward
the expected one, and the statistical difference becomes insigniﬁcant.

In this paper, we introduced a new database called ICT-3DRFE,
which includes 3D models of 23 participants, under 15 expressions,
with the highest resolution compared to the other 3D databases. It
also includes photometric information which enables photorealistic
rendering under any illumination condition. We showed how such
properties can be employed in the design of experiments where illumination conditions are modiﬁed to study the effect on systems of automatic expression recognition.
We presented a novel approach towards a light invariant expression recognition system. Using ratio images, we are able to factor
out unwanted illumination and in some cases improve the output of
AU automatic classiﬁcation. Our current approach, however, requires
that the facial image to be recognized be taken in known (although
arbitrary) illumination conditions. For future work, we would like to
remove this restriction by estimating the illumination environment
directly from the image.
Since our observations generally agree with our intuitions, a goal
for future work would also be to study the effect of illumination on
human judgment.
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